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Guide to Sleepers
a good laugh and a long sleep are the two best cures for anything.
-- irish proverb

Can you believe this gorgeous sectional is a sleeper? Shocking, we know.
At ROOM, we love hand crafting furniture pieces which are truly unique and one of a kind -pieces that reflect your own personal style. In addition to being eye candy, our designs have to
function just as beautifully. Brains and beauty, as it were. Enter the ROOM sleeper.
Each item is carefully made to order in our local workroom, giving you full creative control over
details like dimensions, configuration, cushion fill, leg design and more.
Whatever you're dreaming of (get it?), we can make it into reality.

www.roomonline.com
info@roomonline.com
25 north moore, new york, ny 10013 212.226.1045
36 east putnam ave., greenwich, ct 06830 203.557.9066
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create a custom sleeper in 5 steps

1. Pick your base style, starting with one of our chairs, sofas
or sectionals.
2. Let us know the dimensions you have in mind, noting that
we'll need an overall depth of at least 36".
3. What size mattress do you want? The options are twin
(35"W), twin wide (38"W), full (52"W) or queen wide (60"W.)
4. Any other modifications or adjustments to the basic design?
5. Contact a ROOMie for a quote at info@roomonline.com!
Upon order placement, we'll get you a drawing for approval (no
surprises!)
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Here are a few ideas to get you started. Check out www.roomonline.com, and start with any
of our chairs, sofas or sectionals as a jumping off point.
Then contact a ROOMie at info@roomonline.com for a quote on something special!

vienne

gersten curve

maxwell

claude

soﬁa

cobb

gitane

gersten

blanche

jasper
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Are all sleeper options on your web site?
No! Take a look at all of our sofas, chaises, chairs and sectionals for a design that you like.
Odds are, we can turn it into a sleeper.
Can you turn any of your sofas into a sleeper?
Yes! We can modify almost all of our sofas into sleepers.
Can you turn a chair or a chaise into a sleeper?
Yes! See above.
Can I put a sleeper into a sectional?
100% yes!
What kind of mattress do you use?
We use a natural latex sofabed mattress -- it's the best one on the market. Enjoy luxurious comfort, superior support and deep, rejuvening sleep.
Each mattress is handcrafted in the USA, with 100% natural latex - no fillers or blends, and reinforced with a CertiPUR-US® certified plushfoam
layer. It has a GOTS certified organic cotton cover, and is also GreenGuard Gold certified for purity.
What mattress size options are there?
What's the minimum length?
size

mattress size

need between arms

min. for armless version

twin

35"W x 72"L

44"

49"

twin wide

38"W x 72"L

48"

53"

full standard

52"W x 72"L

60"

65"

queen wide

60"W x 72"L

68"

73"

How will the design change from the original (non sleeper) version? Are there modifications I need to be aware of?
To house the sleeper mechanism, we need at least 12" of height below the seat cushion. Using a 4" thick cushion as an example, with a 2.5"
crown, this gives a minimum seat height of 18.5". This is a little higher than many of our floor samples, but very standard and comfortable!
Our cushions are made to order, so you can select whatever thickness you like in order to achieve both comfort and design intention.
Keep in mind that a dacron wrap gives about 2.5" of crown, while a down & feather wrap will be fluffier, giving about 3.5" to 4" of crown.
What's the minimum seat height?
See above . . . 18.5" is the minimum seat height to the top of the crown, unless you use a seat cushion less than 4" thick, seam to seam.
What's the minimum cushion depth?
We need a seat cushion depth (not to be confused with seat depth) of 24".
What's the minimum overall depth?
The minimum overall depth is 36".
Can it be deeper? Can it be longer?
Yes and yes! We can absolutely make the overall depth (and the seat depth) greater than 36".
The length, as well, can be anything. You could put a queen size sleeper into a 120"L sofa, for example.
How can I envision what the finished piece will look like?
Not to worry! We'll do a fully dimensioned 3D drawing for you, prior to production.
Does making something into a sleeper add to the lead time?
No! A sleeper can be made in the same lead time as a non-sleeper version.
Can I get it FAST?
Usually, yes! Depending on the workroom's load at a given moment, a rush lead time (as little as 4-5 weeks from receipt of material)
can be accommodated for an upcharge.
Remember, we're here to make your life a little bit easier!
Be sure to reach out to one of our ROOMies at info@roomonline.com for more information.

